MATERIALS LIST FOR ART OF THE MANDALA:

- Compass
- Pencil and Eraser
- Ruler
- Templates/Stencils (for tracing shapes). This *circle template* is good, but if you find one with other shapes bring that!
- **Mixed Media Sketchbook** (11x14)
- Markers and/or Colored Pencils
- Watercolor Paint ($5 set from Michaels are fine, doesn't have to be fancy)
- Watercolor Brushes (small, round-tip)
- **Micron Pens** - I recommend #001, #05, #08, and a Brush-tip
- 1-2 sheets of 22x30 *140lb cold-press watercolor paper* for final project
- Any other art supplies you’d like to bring! Paint pens, acrylic inks, etc.